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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegenerative motor neuron disorder 

that causes muscular atrophy. Though researchers have established a correlation between 

race and survival, it is still not well understood whether there are differences in severity at 

time of diagnosis and subsequently, interventions chosen by ALS patients. The goal of this 

study was to understand whether disease severity at time of diagnosis and interventions 

chosen by ALS patients were different when stratified by self-identified race. A 

retrospective chart review was conducted on 49 African American ALS patients and 137 

Caucasian ALS patients. 70.10% of Caucasian patients used noninvasive ventilation (NIV) 

compared to 55.10% of African Americans (p-value= 0.015). However, 5.22% of 

Caucasian patients used tracheostomy with invasive ventilation (TIV) compared to 16.33% 

of African American patients (p-value= 0.018). After accounting for baseline severity and 

caregiver availability, the significance of differences in NIV (p-value= 0.057) and TIV (p-

value=0.109) use decreased. After adjusting for baseline severity and caregiver, PEG use 

approached significance (p-value 0.068). After adjusting for SES, NIV differences are 

statistically significant (p-value= 0.045) while PEG further borders significance (p-value= 

0.055). Therefore, self-identified race plays an important role in differences in rates of NIV 

and PEG. This research is the first of its kind to analyze social determinants of health and 

intervention rates. Future research should utilize a larger sample size and explore patients’ 

perspectives on their ALS diagnosis and interventions.   
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CHAPTER I  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), also known more commonly as Lou Gehrig’s 

Disease in the United States, is a neurodegenerative condition in which there is 

deterioration of upper and lower motor neurons. This deterioration leads to muscle 

weakness and eventually to muscular atrophy.  Once diagnosed, a majority of patients die 

from respiratory compromise from atrophy of the diaphragm and upper chest wall muscles, 

which aid in breathing. The average survival time after diagnosis is approximately two to 

five years.1 

ALS can present in patients as upper or lower limb weakness, dysphasia, and 

dysarthria. Thus, as figure 1 indicates, patients can be categorized via site of onset: limb 

onset or bulbar onset. Bulbar onset consists of patients who experience dysphasia and/or 

dysarthria as their primary symptom. Studies have shown that patients with bulbar onset 

progress more quickly than limb onset ALS.2,3,4,5 However, it is not clear whether upper 

limb onset or lower limb onset has a worse prognosis.6 ALS can be further categorized 

based on upper motor neuron signs versus lower motor neuron signs. As indicated by 

Figure 1, upper motor neuron signs and lower motor neuron signs can be different 

depending on the site of onset. In some cases, patients may develop fronto-temporal 

dementia.7 These signs are one of many criteria that aid physicians in diagnosing ALS.  
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Figure 1.1 Signs Associated with Site of Onset. Upper motor neuron (UMN) and lower 
motor neuron (LMN) signs based on site of onset. In some cases of cognitive decline, signs 
of fronto-temporal dementia are listed.7  

 

 

Though there is no biomarker or test to diagnose ALS, physicians can utilize several 

imaging techniques, such as MRI, to rule out other disorders, which combined with the 

revised El-Escorial Criteria aid in diagnosing ALS. The revised El Escorial Criteria is a set 

of accepted guidelines that are utilized to diagnose ALS such as the presence of “lower 

motor neuron degeneration by clinical, electrophysiological, or neuropathological 

examination, evidence of upper motor neuron degeneration by clinical examination, [and] 

progressive spread of symptoms or signs within a region or to other regions, as determined 
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by history or examination.”8 Electrophysiological studies include electromyography 

(EMG), repetitive nerve studies, and single fiber EMG studies.8 Though imaging 

techniques such as MRIs cannot be used to diagnose ALS, they can be used to rule out 

other disorders. In some cases, typically in familial ALS cases, genetic testing may be used 

to diagnose ALS. However, sensitivity and specificity are limited.   

There are two classifications within ALS: sporadic and familial. Sporadic ALS, 

which comprises 90-95% of all ALS cases, is due to a genetic susceptibility of 

environmental risk factors.9 Familial ALS, consisting of 5-10% of cases, is hereditary.9 

There are genetic variants known for sporadic, age of onset, and familial cases. For 

example, genes currently associated with familial ALS are: SOD1, TARDBP, C9ORF72, 

FUS, ANG, OPTN, SETX, and SQSTM1 genes.10 The C9ORF72 and SOD1 are the two 

most common mutations. The prevalence of these genetic mutations can differ by 

ethnicities as well. For example, the C9 gene associated ALS cases are more common in 

Europeans while SOD1 gene associated ALS cases are more common in Asians.10 Other 

risk factors for ALS include: genetic susceptibility, older age, male sex, smoking, US 

military experience, and head trauma.11 Caucasian, non-Hispanic males of ages 60 to 69 

are at higher risk for ALS.12 

ALS is one of the most common neuromuscular degenerative disorders worldwide. 

There are currently more than 30,000 individuals who are diagnosed with ALS in the 

United States with a prevalence of 5.0 cases per 100,000 persons in 2014.12 Regarding age, 

ALS prevalence peaks in the late sixties and early seventies and is followed by a rapid 

decline.8 Incidence rates of ALS are higher in Caucasians than African Americans, 
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Hispanics, and Asians.9.13,14 Recent studies show that ALS survival time is less for 

Caucasians than those of other races.16,17,18,19 

Population studies show that Caucasian median survival time is less than non- 

Caucasian populations.16,17 Jordan & colleagues ascertained that the median survival time 

for Caucasians was 20 months in comparison to African American survival time of 41 

months and Asian survival time of 30 months.16 Though Kazamel and colleagues had a 

smaller sample size, they found a similar trend of Caucasian survival time as 19 months in 

comparison to African American survival time of 22 months.17 Furthermore, a study 

conducted in Cuba found that mortality rate (MR) was lower in mixed populations (MR: 

0.55) and African American populations (MR: 0.87) when compared to Caucasian 

populations (MR: 0.93).19 These results indicate a need to better understand ALS 

presentation and progression among different races and the role this may play in treatment 

decisions and survival. 
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Table 1.1: Summary of Studies Assessing Survival and Mortality  

Studies Study Design Study Selection Exclusion 
Criteria 

Findings 

Jordan, et. al., 
Neuroepidemiology, 
2015 

Population-based 
mortality study 

Neurologist-reported 
cases diagnosed from 
2009–2011 in New Jersey 
was followed until death 
or December 31, 
2013. n= 493 
 

race was not 
reported  
 

White median survival time was less 20 months (CI: 18, 24) 
when compared to blacks: 41 months (CI: 22, –) and Asians 
30 months (CI: 14, –); 
 p = 0.031 
 
 

Kazamel, et.al., 
Neurology, 2009 

Clinical based 
Retrospective 
Cohort Study 

236 cases from 
September 1998 -July 
2011 who were 
diagnosed with ALS at 
University of Alabama 
Hospital; 

29 cases 
excluded 
due to 
incomplete 
records 

July, 2012:  78% of the African American 
cohort and 86% of the Caucasian cohort had died.  
 
Overall median survival for the African American group was 
22 months and Caucasian group was 19 months; hazard ratio = 
0.79, and 0.91 after adjusting for age.  

 
Roberts, et.al., 
Neurology, 2016 

Population-based 
mortality study 

National Longitudinal 
Mortality Study records 
were matched to the 
National Death Index 
(1979-2011) 

<35 years of 
age or >75 
years of age; 
missing data 
on SES 

Caucasian population used as a reference population, HR=1; 
African American: HR 0.61, 
95% CI: 0.48–0.78; Hispanic: HR 0.64, 95% CI 0.46–0.88; 
other races, 
non-Hispanic, HR 0.52, 95% CI 0.31–0.86).  
 

Zaldivar, et. al., 
Neurology, 2009 

Population-based 
mortality study 

Mortality files from 
Central Statistics Office 
in Cuba were obtained 
for 2001- 2006;  
 
 

N/A  The adjusted mortality rate (MR) per 100,000 over a 6-year 
period:  
lower in mixed population (MR: 0.55; CI 0.4–0.72; p <.001) 
than in Caucasians (MR: 0.93; CI 0.83–1.03; p<.001) and 
African Americans (MR: 0.87; CI 0.62–1.17; p<.001) 

 
A comparison of the study methodologies and outcomes, focusing on survival and mortality, which consistently indicate lower 
survival and higher mortality for Caucasian ALS patients.16, 17, 18, 19 
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There are several theories behind the neuronal degeneration that leads to ALS. 

There are several known genes associated with ALS such as SOD1, TARDBP, C9ORF72, 

FUS, ANG, OPTN, SETX, and SQSTM1 genes.10 Scientists postulate several other genes 

that may cause susceptibility to ALS but are currently unknown. Another theory is known 

as the glutamate excitotoxicity theory. This theory states, in ALS, toxic concentrations of 

glutamate accumulate at the synapse due to abnormal glutamate metabolism and inability 

of astrocytes to uptake the excess glutamate.14 This glutamate excitotoxicity leads to 

neuronal death. Currently, several areas of research postulate a dysfunction of the immune 

system that may lead to ALS as well.  

ALS disease progression can be monitored through the ALS Functional Rating 

Scale (ALSFRS) and percent-forced vital capacity (%FVC). The ALSFRS is a widely 

accepted prognostic marker of ALS disease progression as it indicates patient functionality 

in various aspects such us speech, upper limb function, and lower limb function.20, 21 

However, one limitation of the ALSFRS is its failure to indicate respiratory decline in 

patients, especially considering a majority of patients die due to respiratory decline.22 For 

this limitation, %FVC is used. %FVC is an assessment of respiratory function, which takes 

into account inspiratory muscle strength.23 %FVC has several limitations, such as its 

subjectivity from a patient’s engagement with the assessment and its inability to account 

for the role of expiratory muscles and facial muscle weakness.23 Despite these 

limitations, %FVC has been shown to be an important clinical marker of ALS disease 

progression.21,23,24 At the Wake Forest ALSA Clinic, both ALSFRS and %FVC are 

collected every three months at patient visits.   
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Figure 1.2. ALSFRS variables and associated grading scale.20 
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Though, there is no cure for ALS, non-invasive therapies such as riluzole and bi-

level positive airway pressure (BiPAP) can slow the need for invasive treatments such as 

percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) and tracheostomy. The first line of therapy is 

Riluzole, a drug currently approved for ALS. It is thought that in ALS, toxic concentrations 

of glutamate accumulate at the synapse due to abnormal glutamate metabolism, leading to 

neuronal death. Riluzole inhibits the release of glutamic acid presynaptically and interferes 

with the effects of excitatory amino acids post-synaptic in the central nervous system.25, 26 

Thus, Riluzole decreases the rate of deterioration of muscle function and therefore may 

interfere with the disease pathway and increase survival by 2-3 months.14, 25, 26 Since 

respiratory failure is the predominant cause of death in ALS patients, both BiPAP and 

tracheostomy are utilized to assist with breathing. BiPAP is a noninvasive form of 

ventilation assistance as it delivers pressurized air through a breathing mask. Tracheostomy 

is an invasive ventilation treatment as it requires an incision and tube insertion into the 

trachea. Significant disease progression may lead patients to switch from BiPAP to 

tracheostomy. With a tracheostomy, the patient can live for several years. However, the 

muscles continue to degenerate and may lead to “locked in syndrome” (LOS), in which the 

patient may be cognitively aware but is physically paralyzed.  

Rates of invasive ventilation vary significantly between different countries. TIV 

rates within the US are reported to be 2%-6%, though these may vary by clinic,27,28,29 while 

in European studies have ranged from 0-11%27, 30,31. In other countries, however, rates of TIV 

are much higher. For example, in Japan, studies have reported rates of TIV use between 

25-46%.27, 32, 33  
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Specific Aims  

The primary objective of this project is to determine if there is a difference in ALS 

ventilator treatment preferences between Caucasians and African Americans. These 

differences may provide insight regarding decision making perspectives in noninvasive 

versus invasive treatments. A holistic understanding of these differences may provide 

insight regarding decision making perspectives in noninvasive versus invasive treatments 

and impact how physicians communicate with patients and educate them about treatments 

in ALS. In order to test this, Aim 1 is focused on understanding whether African American 

patients or Caucasian patients have a greater disease severity at time of diagnosis, as 

assessed by %FVC and ALS-FRS. Aim 2 is focused on understanding whether there are 

differences in rates of noninvasive vs. invasive treatments.  

Aim 1 

As indicated in Table 1, there is a clear difference in mortality rates and survival 

between Caucasians and those of other minorities. 16,17,18,19 However, it is not well 

understood whether Caucasian patients are worse off at time of diagnosis compared to 

African Americans. To test this, a retrospective case-control study was conducted at Wake 

Forest University Baptist Medical Center ALSA Clinic of Excellence. African American 

patients that met the El Escorial criteria for ALS diagnosis and were patients at the 

WFUBMC ALSA Clinic of Excellence from 2012-2016 were matched to three Caucasian 

ALS patients based on gender, age at diagnosis ±4 years, and site of onset. Disease 

progression markers such as %FVC and ALS-FRS at time of first visit after diagnosis. 

Choice of interventions such as Riluzole, PEG, NIV, and TIV were collected. Furthermore, 

site of onset, date of onset, and time to diagnosis were collected. We hypothesize that 
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African Americans will have progressed further in the disease at time of diagnosis as 

indicated by lower FVC and ALS-FRS scores.  

Aim 2 

The second aim will be focused on observing differences in rates of interventions, 

especially NIV and TIV. This will be assessed via logistic regression analyses. The 

hypothesis is African Americans will have lower rates of NIV while rates of TIV will be 

higher in African Americans than Caucasians.  

This research is critical as it can provide further insight as to treatment choices 

made by ALS patients seen at the ALSA Clinic at Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center. 

Furthermore, differences in treatment rates can provide understanding regarding decision 

making perspectives. A holistic understanding of these differences may impact how 

physicians advocate for their ALS patients via education and communication in regard to 

therapeutic interventions.  
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Abstract 

Introduction:  Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a terminal neurodegenerative 

disorder for which primary treatments are focused on palliative care. However, it is still 

not well understood whether there are differences in severity at time of diagnosis and 

subsequently, interventions chosen by ALS patients. The objective of this study was to 

understand whether disease severity at time of diagnosis was different and whether 

interventions chosen by ALS patients were different when stratified by self-identified race.  

Methods: A retrospective chart review was conducted on 49 African American ALS 

patients and 137 Caucasian ALS patients and baseline severity ascertained by ALSFRS 

and FVC as well as interventions chosen were analyzed.  

Results: 70.10% of Caucasian patients used NIV compared to 55.10% of African 

Americans (p-value= 0.015). However, 5.22% of Caucasian patients used TIV compared 

to 16.33% of African American patients (p-value= 0.018). After accounting for baseline 

severity and caregiver availability, the significance of differences in NIV (p-value= 0.057) 

and TIV (p-value=0.109) use decreased while PEG use was bordering significance (p-value 

0.068). After accounting for SES via zip code, rates of NIV use were significantly different 

(p-value= 0.045).  

Discussion: Disease severity at time of diagnosis was not different. However, African 

Americans used NIV less and TIV more than Caucasians. After accounting for baseline 

severity, caregiver availability, and median household income by zip code, self-identified 

race may play a role in differences among rates of  NIV and PEG.   

Key Words: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, social determinants of health, race, end of life 

decisions, ventilation 
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Introduction 

ALS is a progressive and incurable neurodegenerative disorder in which the skeletal 

muscles atrophy and respiratory function ultimately fails. Treatments for ALS patients are 

limited to interventions to prolong functionality and palliative care. Interventions include 

riluzole, percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG), noninvasive ventilation (NIV), and 

tracheostomy with invasive ventilation (TIV).1 The national rates for TIV have been 

reported as 2-6% in studies.2,3,4 Furthermore, survival studies have shown that Caucasian 

non-hispanic ALS patients have the shortest survival time, followed by African Americans, 

with Asian and Hispanic ALS patients have the longest survival time.5,6,7,8 However, it is 

not well understood whether there are differences in disease severity and intervention 

chosen by patients based on self-identified race, which may account for the differences in 

survival.  Since access to healthcare and social determinants of health are closely linked, 

this study’s objective is to understand whether there are differences in disease severity at 

time of diagnosis and rates of interventions when stratified by self-identified race. 
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Materials and Methods 

Patient Sample  

Patients at the Wake Forest ALSA Clinic of Excellence diagnosed by experienced 

physicians based on the El Escorial Criteria from 2012-2016 were assessed. Among these 

patients, those with ALS variants such as primary muscular atrophy (PMA) and primary 

lateral sclerosis (PLS) were excluded.  The remaining 49 African American patients were 

matched in a 1:3 manner with 137 Caucasian patients based on gender, age at diagnosis 

(±4 years), and site of onset (bulbar, upper limb, or lower limb) for a balanced dataset. The 

following demographic variables were collected: age at diagnosis, BMI, caregiver status, 

site of onset, and time to diagnosis. Caregiver status was assessed based on patient charts 

and progress notes regarding a family member present in the home prior to hospice care 

admittance. Patient zip codes were obtained and median income by zip code based on the 

2016 US Census were gathered. Low SES was defined by a median income < $40,000 

while middle SES was defined by a median income of $40,000-$59,999.9 Finally, high SES 

was defined by a median income of greater than $60,000.9 However, since there were no 

African Americans patients in the high SES group, analyses were only conducted on the 

low and middle SES groups. Baseline severity variables such as ALS functional rating 

scale (ALSFRS) measures and forced vital capacity of percent-predicted (FVC) at time of 

diagnosis were also collected. Patients whose %FVC could not be measured were given an 

FVC of 10% as this was the lowest measurable %FVC in patients in this dataset. 

Furthermore, whether or not patients chose certain interventions, such as NIV, TIV, PEG, 

and Riluzole, was noted.  
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Statistical Analyses 

Linear regression analyses were utilized to test for an association in ALSFRS and %FVC 

among African Americans and Caucasians adjusted for gender, site of onset, and age at 

diagnosis. Since the assumptions of the residual values in ALSFRS for a linear regression 

analysis did not hold true, the ALSFRS relationship was manipulated in a log(-1) fashion 

to better fit the assumptions for the linear regression. Binary logistic regressions were 

completed to test for intervention rates adjusted for race, gender, site of onset, and age at 

diagnosis. Further analyses were conducted to control for variables listed above as well as 

baseline severity via ALSFRS and FVC at time of diagnosis. Final analyses on intervention 

rates included controlling for caregiver status, baseline severity, as well as match variables 

listed above. All statistical analyses were run on SAS 9.4 with a significance value 

designated to p <.05.  
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Results 

Table 2.1  Patient Clinical Characteristics 
 
 Caucasian  

(n = 137) 
Mean 

(Range) 
[STD] 

African American 
(n = 49) 
Mean 

(Range) 
[STD] 

 p-value  

Gender (%) 
    Female 

 
48.18 

 
48.98 

 
0.923 

Age at Diagnosis 
 
 

63.44 
(29-83) 
[11.27] 

 

62.24 
(27-81) 
[13.08] 

0.540 

BMI  
 

27.30 
(16.82-41.72) 

[5.44] 

27.16 
(15.82-40.92) 

[6.34] 
 

0.938 

Patients with a caregiver (%) 89.05 
 

77.55 0.046 

Site of Onset (%) 
     Limb 
     Bulbar 

 
72.27 
27.74 

 

 
73.47 
26.53 

0.970 

Time to Diagnosis (months) 12.41  
(0-50)  
[8.58] 

 

15.24 
(4-82) 
[13.57] 

0.177 

ALSFRS  38.89 
(19-48) 
[5.49] 

 

36.57 
(9-46) 
[8.39] 

0.112 
  0.282* 

FVC (%) 
 
 

71.37 
(12-141) 
[25.23] 

 

65.27 
(10-129) 
[32.37] 

0.237 
  0.111* 

 

BMI = body mass index; UL = upper limb; LL = lower limb 
 
*p-value based on linear regression adjusting for gender, site of onset, and age at 
diagnosis. 
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As indicated in Table 1, there was a difference between time to diagnosis from 

symptom onset between Caucasians (12.41 months) and African Americans (15.24 

months), although this was not statistically significant (p-value: 0.177). 89.05% of 

Caucasians and 77.55% of African American patients had a caregiver, which borders 

significance (p-value= 0.046). Mean ALSFRS for African Americans was 36.57, which 

was lower when compared to Caucasians, whose mean ALSFRS was 38.89 (p-

value=0.238). FVC, which was 65.27 among African Americans and 71.37 among 

Caucasians, was not statistically significant although it displayed a lower trend for African 

Americans. 
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Table 2.2  Rates of Intervention (in percent) in Caucasians and African Americans  
 

 Caucasian 
(n = 137) 

(%) 

African American 
(n = 49) 

(%) 

p-value* p-value** p-value*** p-value**** 

Riluzole  75.91 67.35 0.166 0.545 0.552 0.402 
PEG 37.3 26.5 0.156 0.064 0.068 0.055 
NIV  70.1 55.1 0.015 0.036 0.057 0.045 
TIV 5.22 16.33 0.016 0.115 0.109 0.147 
        

PEG= Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy; NIV = noninvasive ventilation; TIV = tracheostomy with invasive ventilation. 
 
*p-value based on logistic regression adjusting for gender, site of onset, and age at diagnosis. 
 
** p-value based on logistic regression adjusting for gender, site of onset, age at diagnosis, and baseline severity via ALSFRS 
and FVC at time of diagnosis. 

 
***p-value based on logistic regression adjusting for gender, site of onset, age at diagnosis, baseline severity via ALSFRS and 
FVC at time of diagnosis, and caregiver status. 
 
****p-value based on logistic regression adjusting for gender, site of onset, age at diagnosis, baseline severity via ALSFRS and 
FVC at time of diagnosis, caregiver status, and zip code median income. 
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Among intervention options, there were statistically significant differences 

between African Americans and Caucasians when assessing NIV and TIV use. 70.1% of 

Caucasians chose NIV compared to 55.1% of African Americans (p-value: 0.015). After 

adjusting for baseline severity, the differences between rates of NIV among Caucasians 

and African Americans remained significant (0.036). However, after accounting for 

baseline severity in TIV use, there was not a significant difference between African 

Americans and Caucasians (p-value =0.115). Although PEG differences were not 

considered statistically significant at first (p-value = 0.156), they approached significance 

after accounting for baseline severity (p-value=0.064). After adjusting for caregiver status, 

both differences in NIV use (p-value= 0.057) as well as PEG use (p-value= 0.068) 

approached significance.  

Finally, after controlling for median household income via zip code, differences in 

rates of NIV (p-value= 0.045) once again became significance while rates of PEG bordered 

significance (p-value= 0.055) 
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Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to assess whether there were differences in disease 

severity and treatments chosen by patients when stratified by self-identified race. Though 

not considered statistically significant, African Americans displayed a greater disease 

severity at time of diagnosis when compared to Caucasians in both ALSFRS and %FVC. 

This trend is understandable when considering the time to diagnosis was longer for African 

Americans. Although differences in ALSFRS, %FVC, and time to diagnosis were not 

statistically significant, they may still hold clinical importance as there is a clear trend of 

longer time to diagnosis and lower baseline severity at first visit after diagnosis in African 

Americans.  

When assessing intervention rates, Riluzole differences were not considered 

significant. Since Riluzole is often the first intervention option when a patient is diagnosed, 

these results are understandable. However, African Americans are less likely to choose 

NIV and more likely to choose TIV when controlling for gender, site of onset, and age at 

diagnosis. The question then becomes why. TIV can be initiated in one of two ways: 

through direct request or through emergency room visits in which breathing capacity is too 

diminished to use noninvasive procedures. In emergent cases, if patients do not have an 

advanced directive or caregiver to assert their wishes, a tracheostomy may be placed. 

Though we did not have enough data to assess advance directive use, we questioned 

whether baseline severity and access to caregivers could explain the differences in 

intervention rates. After adjusting our analysis to control for baseline severity, differences 

in NIV rates continued to remain significant (p-value= 0.036) while differences in TIV 
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rates were no longer statistically significant (p-value= 0.115). Furthermore, differences in 

PEG began to approach significance (p-value= 0.064).  

Lastly, we wondered whether or not median household income via zip code, a 

socioeconomic variable, could explain the differences in intervention rates. After adjusting 

for median household income via zip code, differences in NIV rates were statistically 

significant (p-value = 0.045) while differences in PEG rates further approached 

significance (p-value= 0.055).  

Though we speculated that baseline severity, access to a caregiver, or a 

socioeconomic variable may account for differences in intervention use, race plays a larger 

role than these variables when concerning differences in NIV rates. There may be various 

explanations for this discrepancy, such as medical mistrust or access to care. However, 

these issues should be determined in future studies.  

A limitation of this study is a small sample size of African Americans. A larger 

sample size of African Americans would have been beneficial to ascertain whether 

statistically significant differences exist in variables bordering significance. Four of the 

most common interventions were assessed in this study. Although there is a new FDA-

approved drug for ALS patients, Radicava (edavorone), there is not enough data to include 

it in this study.  

Another limitation is the use of zip code as the only SES measure in this study. 

Since it requires census data to analyze, underreporting of racial and ethnic differences in 

census data create limited reliability of this measure.10 Therefore, multiple SES measures 

can increase the reliability of the results. However, since there is limited socioeconomic 

data in patient charts, we used zip code as an important measure. However, future studies 
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assessing socioeconomic status should utilize multiple SES measures, which may require 

data to be collected prospectively.  

Though we found differences in interventions chosen by patients when stratified by 

self-identified race, future research should assess thought processes of patients in regards 

to their diagnosis and intervention options through prospective surveys. Moreover, since 

self-identified race and socioeconomic status are known to be linked, future research 

focusing on social determinants of health should assess socioeconomic status as it relates 

to both access to care and interventions chosen by ALS patients.  

Though many analyses approached significance, this research is the first of its kind 

to assess self-identified race as it relates to rates of interventions in patients. There were 

several consistent trends seen between Caucasians and African Americans in baseline 

severity, intervention rates, and other clinical factors. Future studies should use a larger 

sample size to further tease out the relationship in intervention rates, self-identified race, 

as well as their relationship to socioeconomic variables.   
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BMI: Body mass index 

UL: Upper limb  

LL: Lower limb 

ALSFRS: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis functional rating scale 

FVC: Forced vital capacity 
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CHAPTER III 

 
 

 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
 
 

 
The goal of this study was to assess differences in disease severity at diagnosis and 

differences in intervention rates when stratified by self-identified race. Our hypotheses 

were: (1) African Americans have a higher disease severity at time of diagnosis when 

compared to Caucasians, and (2) African Americans have lower rates of intervention when 

compared to Caucasians. Though we did not find statistically significant differences in 

disease severity at time of diagnosis, African Americans displayed lower mean FVC and 

ALSFRS values when compared to Caucasians. This lower trend in FVC and ALSFRS 

may be accounted for by a longer delay to diagnosis from symptom onset seen in the 

African American group (15.24 months) when compared to the Caucasian group (12.41 

months). As mentioned in Chapter 2, the ALSFRS relationship had to be manipulated in a 

log(-1) fashion in order to fit the assumptions for a linear regression analysis. A linear 

regression analysis is also sensitive to outliers. Therefore, a larger sample size of African 

Americans could assist with the linear regression assumptions.  

 

Interventions 

In regard to rates of interventions, Riluzole was not statistically different as 

expected. Riluzole is an FDA-approved drug and the first intervention offered to patients 
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after a diagnosis of ALS. However, regardless of statistical significance, the trend of lower 

rates of interventions among African Americans across all four major interventions for 

ALS still holds clinical importance for physicians treating these patients.  

Another intervention, PEG, is offered to patients in one of two ways: as a lifestyle 

convenience or due to bulbar compromise. Therefore, it is expected that bulbar onset (p-

value <0.001) played a larger role in the decision to obtain PEG than self-identified race 

(p-value 0.156). However, once we adjusted baseline severity and caregiver availability, 

the differences in PEG use borders significance. There seems to be a relationship between 

baseline severity, caregiver status, and race as they relate to PEG use.  

One study assessing PEG use found a 79% positive impact of PEG in ALS patients 

and 37.5% positive impact in patients receiving PEG later in their disease timeline.1 This 

study also found that ALS “patients did not receive PEG until bulbar function was severely 

reduced and overall ALS had markedly progressed. PEG may have been performed too 

late to demonstrate survival benefits.”1 This study combined with a meta-analysis of 

survival in ALS patients receiving PEG show the positive impact of PEG use early on in 

the disease.1,2 Though the Wake Forest ALS clinic also encourages PEG insertion early in 

the disease etiology, further assessment of early PEG use, quality of life, and survival 

should be conducted. Moreover, a larger sample size of African Americans may help 

further discern the relation between race, baseline severity, and caregiver status. 

 An important focus of our study, however, was whether differences exist in 

noninvasive ventilation and invasive ventilation rates. %FVC decline plays an important 

role in physicians recommending noninvasive ventilation. Though African Americans have 

a lower mean FVC, they chose NIV less often than Caucasians. Specifically, 70.10% of 
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Caucasians chose NIV compared to 55.1% of African Americans. Previous studies have 

found NIV use can prolong survival.3 Since the physician’s NIV recommendations are 

consistent and based on a numerical FVC, it is necessary to understand why this 

discrepancy exists. Though we postulated that the decision to initiate NIV could be 

impacted by the existence of a caregiver, this theory was not confirmed through our 

analyses (p-value= 0.057), though it was bordering significance. Therefore, though 

caregiver and baseline severity may play some role, self-identified race plays a large role 

in NIV use since the p-values continued to remain relatively significant despite 

adjustments. We hypothesize this could be due to a lack of understanding about ALS and 

its disease progression, an unwillingness to accept their diagnosis, and medical mistrust. 

Studies have reported that African Americans experience higher medical mistrust when 

compared with their Caucasian counterparts.4,5,6,7 This medical mistrust impacts research 

recruitment as well, a tendency which is recognized widely.6 Although these hypotheses 

have not been tested in this study, future research can utilize prospective surveys discussed 

below to better understand patient perspectives.  

Although NIV use is highly recommended as discussed above, invasive ventilatory 

techniques such as a tracheostomy, or TIV, are not often recommended by US physicians.8 

National rates of TIV have been reported as 2-6%.9,10 TIV can be initiated in one of two 

ways: through direct request or through emergency room visits in which breathing capacity 

is too diminished to use noninvasive procedures. In emergency room cases, if patients do 

not have an advanced directive or caregiver to assert their wishes, a tracheostomy is placed. 

However, 16.33% of African Americans received TIV compared to 5.22% Caucasians (p-

value= 0.016). It seems that beyond race, both disease severity and caregiver access play a 
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role in these differences. Still, the difference in percentage of African Americans receiving 

TIV is alarming when compared to national reported rates as well the rates in our Caucasian 

group. Similarly to our NIV explanatory hypotheses, prospective research into patient 

quality of life, and perspectives on intervention options can help tease out the reasoning 

behind these stark differences.  

 

Survival Analysis 

Previous studies showed that Caucasian survival time is significantly less than 

African American survival.11,12,13,14 We ran survival analyses and cox proportional hazard 

models to assess whether this was true in our study as well. The survival analysis assessed 

survival in months from time of symptom onset to the primary outcome, death or initiation 

of tracheostomy, whichever came first. The cox proportional hazard model adjusted for 

sex, site of onset, age at diagnosis, and baseline severity via ALSFRS and FVC measures. 

Though bordering significance, Caucasians overall had a shorter survival when compared 

to African Americans (HR: 1.57, p-value=0.061). However, Table 3.1 indicates Caucasians 

have a longer survival time early on, a trend which diminishes over time.  
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Figure 3.1. Survival Curve from Symptom Onset to Death or Tracheostomy  

Hazard Ratio and p-value adjusted for race, sex, onset site, age at diagnosis, and baseline 
severity via ALSFRS and FVC.  
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Table 3.1 Quartile Estimates for Time from Symptom Onset in Months to Death or 
TIV.   

Percentile Caucasian 
(n = 137) 

African American 
(n = 49) 

 Point Estimate 
(95% Confidence Interval) 

Point Estimate 
(95% Confidence Interval) 

75 40.0 
(33-46) 

 

47.0 
(25-56) 

50 27.0 
(24-30) 

 

23.0 
(21-35) 

25 19.0 
(15-22) 

17.5 
(8-21) 

   
Quartile estimates of patient survival from symptom onset to tracheostomy or death.  
 

 

According to the survival analysis, Caucasian patients are at 1.57 times the risk of 

death than African Americans, which borders significance (p-value= 0.061). These results 

adjust for matching variables as well as baseline severity via ALSFRS and %FVC. There 

is a trend of Caucasians surviving longer early on as seen by the percentiles in Table 3.1. 

Caucasian patients’ survival is 19 months at 25th percentile and 27 months at 50th 

percentile, when compared to African Americans (17.5 months at 25th percentile and 23 

months at 50th percentile). However, at the 75th percentile, Caucasians have a shorter 

survival time, 40 months, when compared to African Americans, 47 months. Since the 

outcome was either tracheostomy or death, we concluded that tracheostomy did not affect 

these results. 

We then ran a survival analysis with the sole outcome as death to assess whether 

these trends when the survival probability is 0.25 still hold true. 
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Figure 3.2. Survival Curve from Symptom Onset to Death Only.  

 

*Hazard Ratio and p-value adjusted for race, sex, onset site, age at diagnosis, and baseline 
severity via ALSFRS and FVC.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*HR: 1.82 
p-value= 0.016 
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Table 3.2 Quartile Estimates for Time from Symptom Onset in Months to Death Only. 
   

Percentile Caucasian 
(n = 137) 

African American 
(n = 49) 

 Point Estimate 
(95% Confidence Interval) 

Point Estimate 
(95% Confidence Interval) 

75 40.0 
(34-47) 

 

53.0 
(29-84) 

50 27.5 
(25-30) 

 

25.0 
(21-45) 

25 18.5 
(15-22) 

21 
(14-22) 

   
Quartile estimates of patient survival from symptom onset to outcome as death only.  
 

 

According to Figure 3.2, Caucasian patients are at 1.82 times the risk of death than 

African Americans, which is statistically significant (p-value= 0.016). These results adjust 

for matching variables as well as baseline severity via ALSFRS and %FVC. Unlike Table 

3.1, Table 3.2 indicates that Caucasians have a shorter survival when the survival 

probability is 0.75. However, similar to Table 3.1, Caucasians survive longer (27.5 months) 

compared to African Americans (25.0 months) when the survival probability is 0.50. Much 

like the earlier discussion, this may be due to higher rates of NIV.  Caucasian patients’ 

survival is shorter (40.0 months at survival probability of 0.25) when compared to African 

Americans (53.0 months at survival probability of 0.25).  Since African American survival 

time was longer at 53.0 months in the death only analysis compared to 47.0 months in the 

tracheostomy or death analysis, we concluded that higher rates of tracheostomy in African 

Americans may contribute to their longer survival in the death only analysis. 
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Future Directions  

Prospective Surveys 

In order to better understand the reason behind the differences in ventilation 

techniques, future studies should use prospective surveys to recognize a patient’s thought 

processes regarding their ALS diagnosis, interventions available, and why patients choose 

or do not choose certain interventions. A study such as this can provide unique insight into 

different variables that impact patient decision making regarding treatment options. This 

can also provide a mechanism through which we can explore ways to combat these 

disparities.  

 

Socioeconomic Status 

Self- identified race and socioeconomic status (SES) are closely linked social 

determinants of health and subsequently, play a role in access to care. Therefore, it is 

essential to understand if SES plays a role in explaining the delay from symptom onset to 

time of diagnosis. Moreover, SES may play a role in differences in rates of intervention. 

Though we did not find this to be the case, we only used one indicator of SES. However, 

despite this limitation, SES via zip code is a good indicator of geographic distribution as 

well as access to care. Thus, patient zip codes were obtained and median income by zip 

code based on the 2012-2016 US census were gathered. Low SES was defined by a median 

income < $40,000 while middle SES was defined by a median income of $40,000-

$59,999.15 Finally, high SES was defined by a median income of greater than $60,000.15 

However, since there were no African Americans patients in the high SES group, analyses 

were only conducted on the low and middle SES groups.  
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Table 3.3 Socioeconomic Status by Zip Code  
 

 Caucasian 
(n=137) 

African American 
(n= 49) 

p-value* 

    
Low SES (%) 29.93 

 
51.02 0.0021 

 
 Middle SES (%) 

 
57.66 48.98 

High SES (%) 12.41 0.00 
 

*p-value is based on a Fisher’s exact probability test   

 

 

We noticed the percent of Caucasians in the low SES were 29.93% and African 

Americans were 51.02% when compared to the middle SES group, which was 57.66% for 

Caucasians and 48.98% for African Americans. Finally, 12.41% of Caucasians were in the 

high SES when compared to no African Americans in this group. There were significant 

differences between low, middle, and high SES when stratified by race (p-value= 0.0021). 

However, these are crude results and further analyses have to be conducted. Since all ALS 

patients have access to healthcare via Medicaid, we do not expect significant differences 

in interventions chosen by patients. More importantly, since SES is known to play a role 

in access to care, we hypothesize the time to diagnosis may be different when stratified by 

SES.  

Though there are not any studies assessing the role of SES and race in interventions 

chosen by ALS patients, a previous study by Roberts and colleagues assessed the role of 

SES and race in ALS risk.13 They utilized three variables for SES (income, household 

poverty, home ownership) and found no association with ALS risk when adjusting for race, 

indicating that race plays a significant role in ALS risk.13 Similarly, future research 
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assessing the role of SES should utilize socioeconomic variables beyond zip code. Zip code 

as a contextual SES measure contains many limitations.16 Since it requires census data to 

analyze, underreporting of racial and ethnic differences in census data create limited 

reliability of this measure.16 Therefore, multiple SES measures can increase the reliability 

of the results. However, since there is limited socioeconomic data in patient charts, such 

studies may have to be conducted prospectively to obtain necessary socioeconomic 

measures.  

 

Conclusion  

This is one of the first studies to assess the relationship between race, disease 

severity, and intervention choice in ALS patients. As such, it paves the way for future 

studies to better understand and recognize the role of social determinants of health and their 

impact on ALS patients. Moreover, it emphasizes the importance of recognizing the 

variables causing this disparity in intervention choices in order to effectively advocate for 

ALS patients.   
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